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Int17oduction

Abstract

Use of detectors in deep mines and under the sea
to search for neutrino flavor oscillations 1 employing
the atmospheric, i.e., cosmic ray, neutrino flux has
been discussed extensively in recent years. 2 The idea
is attractive because of the small value of neutrino
mass difference that may be explored by upward-going
neutrinos which traverse the earth (see Fig. 1) after
their production in the atmosphere. Thus, for a full
wavelength oscillation

It is shown that a sensitive search for neutrino
oscillations involving more flavors than just ve and
v~ is provided by measurement of the ratio of the
total interaction rates of upward- and downward-going
cosmic ray neutrinos within a massive (-10 kiloton)
detector. Assuming mixing between all pairs of ve ' v~

and v T' the experiment is capable of observing time
averaged probabilities <PeT>t and <P~T>t of magnitude
set by mixing strengths corresponding to, e.g., the d
to s-quark mixing strength, and of reaching the limit

~mij = Irot-m31 z 10-4 eV2 , where ffit' mj are neutrino

mass eigenstates, and PeT and P~T are the probabili
ties for ve and v~, respectively, to oscillate into v T
after traversing a distance L ~ diameter of the earth.

electrons. For the earth, P varies from -2 gm/cm3 in
the mantle to -5 gm~cm3 in tffe core; taking average
values, P,,::; 3 gm/cm and Z/Az 0.5, we obtain £ '" 1.1 x

7 '" 0
10 m =DE' where DE is the diameter of the earth.

Oscillations due to neutrino masses and mixing alone
("vacuum oscillations") with wavelengths £ =

2 v~

4TIEv/l~vl » £0 would therefore be suppressed. How~ve~

this condition does not reduce the sensitivity to small
~2 of the experiment described here. Since £0::; DE' it

follows that if £vac » £0' then also £vac » DE' so

that the experiment would not have been able to detect
the vacuum oscillations anyway. If £ - £ , thevac- 0
matter-induced oscillations can even enhance the effect
for either v or V. Thus, we find that a neutrino
oscillation experiment using cosmic ray neutrinos is

indeed sensitive to l~m21 ~ 10-4 eV2•
For comparison we show in Fig. 2 a summary of the

limits set by present and anticipated neutrino oscilla
tion data using accelerator and reactor neutrinos. One
sees that the value of ~2 in eq. (1) is roughly two
orders of magnitude smaller than the lowest limiting
value of ~m2 obtained from present neutrino oscillation
experiments in which a search is made with reactor
produced ve f~r the "disappearan=e"_of a fraction of
the incident ve beam, i.e., ve .... V~'VT ,... . In
addition, as will be seen, the cosmic ray neutrino
oscillation search is capable of measuring strenghts of
mixing between neutrino flavors about equal to that ob
tainable in reactor experiments, viz, similar in magni
tude to the mixing between d- and s-quarks. It is of
particular importance that the cosmic ray oscillation
search is done primarily with V~ and v~ (see below)
because, to our knowledge, no other neutrino oscillation
experiment searching for the disappearance of v~ or v~

is capable of reaching such a low value of ~2.
The primary obstacle to realizing the sensitivity

represented in eq. (1) is the low flux of atmospheric
neutrinos, for which the calculated spectra4 are shown
in Fig. 3. There is an uncertainty of about a factor
of two in the absolute values of the curves in Fig. 3;
the rapid fall-off of flux with increasing neutrino
energy is, however, reproduced in all calculations.

One type of experiment attempts to overcome the
low flux obstacle by looking at upward-going muons
produced by V~ in the large volume of rock within muon
range of a buried detector. The differential neutrino
flux is slightly steeper than Ev-3 . The muon range ~
is, however, proportional to E~=Ev (1-y), where
y = EH/Ev and EH is the energy of the hadrons produced

(1)

2( 2) _ I 2 2 I ( /
~ eV = mCm21 z 2.5<Ev MeV) > L(meter)

~m2~ 2.5 x 300 MeV/l.3 x 10 7m::; 10-4 eV2

where ml and m2 represent neutrino mass eigenstates,
<E (MeV» is the average incident neutrino energy, and
L= l.3x 10 7m is the difference in distance ("'diameter
of the earth) traversed by the upward- and downward
going neutrinos.

It is of interest to note that there is an addi
tional contribution to the relative phases between
different neutrino mass eigenstates besides that due
to the neutrino masses and mixing, namely that due to
the different forward scattering amplitudes and resul
tant different_ indices of refraction of different
neutrino flavors 3 . This arises because the upward
going neutrinos traverse a large amount of matter of
substantial density. The characteristic wavelength
describing these matter-induced oscillations is
independent of the neutrino energy Ev and given by

£0 /'lTr/ (GFNe ) = 9.7 x 1032 cm- 2 /Ne , where

Ne ~(Z/A)NA d denotes the number density of
'j'; voga ro
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the experimental method. The neutrino detector is
located as indicated roughly 1-2 km below the earth's surface. Neutrinos
originate in the 10-20 km thick atmospheric shell surrounding the earth.
Neutrinos from near the zenith that intersect little of the earth's
matter before interacting in the detector are called down-going, N(dn).
Neutrinos that have traversed a large fraction of the earth's diameter

(DE = 1.3 x 107m) and are observed to produce upward-going interactions

in the detector are called up-going, N(up). Present accelerator limits
on neutrino oscillations suggest that oscillations should have a
negligible effect on the down-going atmospheric neutrino flux.
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Fig. 2. Plot of the generalized mass parameter ~2(eV2) vs the generalized

mixing parameter sin22~ showing approximate limits of pre~nt and expected
neutrino oscillation data from experiments that measure the disappearance
of neutrinos of a given flavor from an incident beam. Also shown is the
present limit on Vp-V, oscillations. This plot is taken from a paper by
R. E. Lanou and R. E. Shrock in these Proceedings.
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Calculated cosmic ray neutrino spectra from reference 4.
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and for upward-going neutrinos

Comparison of Ntot(up) and Ntot(down)

1) V (J ):. V (v ) only. Assuming the flux ofjJ jJ e e

(2)
+ Ne (dn)(1-PejJ) ,

+ N (dn) (l-P ) ,).! jJe

Ne (up) = N).! (dn)PjJe

N/UP ) = Ne (dn)P ejJ

where N (up), N (up) are the numbers of upward-going
e ).!

(v + V ) - and (v + \i ) - induced events observed in the
e e ).!).!

detector; N (dn), N).!(dn) are the corresponding numbers
of downward~going events observed in the detector,
assumed to be equal to the number of Ne and NjJ produced
by unmixed neutrinos originating in the atmospheric
shell about the earth; and, e.g., P = P(v ,Llv ,0) isejJ ).! e
the probability that a V is present at distance L when
a V was present at the jJflux origin. Assuming

e

downward-going neutrinos is unaffected by oscillations,
we can write immediately

We proceed now to consider several illustrative
cases of possible neutrino oscillations that might be
observed in such an experiment.

a = 271(h+L)2 sinada rA/(h+L)2-1up ~-

Since ~p = adn for each a the geometry is completely
symmetric, even if the zenith angle and energy depen
dences of v e and vjJ are significantly different.

Illustrative Cases of Possible Atmospheric Neutrino
Oscillations

On the other hand, measurement and comparison of
the total rates, Nt (up) = N (up) + N (up) and N t(dn) =ot e jJ to
N (dn)+N (dn), has the following advantages: (i) The

e ).!
comparison can be made with sufficient statistical
significance to allow relatively small oscillation
probabilities to be observed, and (ii) the systematic
uncertainties are inherently small and tractable. Thus,
using the fluxes shown in Fig. 3 in the energy interval
from 200 to 600 MeV, and assuming a ten kiloton fiducial
mass detector exposed for one year, we find the total
number of observed downward-going neutrino interactions
within the angular interval a . h 5 600 to be about

zen1t 8
300 per year, asswning a solid angle of 71 sr. In the
comparison of Ntot(up) with Ntot(dn) precise identifi-

cation of the incident neutrino type is unnecessary,
thereby eliminating a principal source of systematic
error that is present in comparing the ratios Ne(up)1
N (up) and N (dn)/N (dn).jJ e jJ

A straightforward geometrical construction (see
Fig. 1) suffices to show that the upward and downward
geometries are symmetric if the detector itself is
up-down symmetric. For every downward-going neutrino
of zenith angle in the interval a to a + da there is a
corresponding upward-going neutrino in the same solid
angle. For each neutrino type, there is an effective,
angular dependent height of production h(a) above the
level of the detector measured along the extension of
the chord of length L. The acceptance a of the
detector of area A is for downward-going neutrinos

a dn = 271h
2

sinada(A/h2)

fied as an electron). For these reasons, both
statistical and systematic, a measurement based on
comparison of the ratios (N IN) and (N IN )d ise jJ up e jJ own
unlikely to yield a definitive result.

Discussion

In principle, it is desirable in such an experi
ment to measure the interaction rates of both neutrino
types, vjJ and ve (and vjJ and ve ), over all solid

angles in the detector, and to compare the ratios
N (up)/N (up) and N (dn)/N (dn). This procedure fore jJ e jJ
atmospheric neutrinos is, however, severely limited
statistically, as we show later. Furthermore, there
is a serious systematic limitation to an experiment
based on measurements of (N IN) and (N IN)d •e jJ up e jJ own
Precise identification of the incident neutrino type
is made difficult by low energy events in VjJ-induced
neutral current channels, e.g., V +n-+-V +n+71o,jJ jJ
V + P -+-V + P + 710 , as well as in charged current

jJ jJ -
channels, V + n -+- jJ + P + 71 0 , in which the muon rangejJ
is very short. Even in a relatively sophisticated
massive detector the distinction between the electro
magnetic shower produced by an electron and a photon
can be accomplished only with limited efficiency
(roughly One photon in five is likely to be misidenti-

in charged current interactions. Moreover, a is
approximately proportional to E. Hence, theVdiffer
ential spectrum of parent neutr1nos of the observed
upward-going muons is nearly proportional to Ev-1 up
to the TeV range where both ~ and av cut off. This
means that a very large interval of neutrino energies
contributes to the muons actually observed. Conse
quently, the relevant neutrino energies in such an
experiment are significantly higher than that in
eq. (1). Preliminary results of this type of experi
ment have been reported recently which are consistent
with no oscillationS,6. This conclusion depends,
however, on a calculation that folds the primary
cosmic ray spectrum into meson production cross
sections, meson and muon decay distributions, neutrino
interaction cross sections, the muon range-energy
relation, and the detector acceptance, to produce an
absolute value of the expected muon rate which is
compared with the observed rate. A deficiency of
observed V interactions would signal neutrino oscil
lations. jJ

Because of the large systematic uncertainties
inherent in this experimental method, it seems that
observation of a significant flux of upward-going
muons within a factor of about two of the expected
flux has already exploited this technique as fully as
possible. It is possible that the uncertainties of
normalization mentioned above could be largely removed
by a measurement of the angular dependence of muons
arriving from below the horizon. Because of the much
higher neutrino energies, however, the ~2 range
probed would be significantly larger than in eq. (1)
and correspondingly less interesting.

To obtain a conclusive result on neutrino oscilla
tions using cosmic ray neutrinos, it is necessary to
observe during an appreciable time interval inter
actions that occur in and are contained in a massive
detector capable of event reconstruction from which
the upward and downward neutrino fluxes can be ex
tracted without ambiguity. This measurement will
become possible in the next few years with a generation
of detectors aimed principally at searching for nucleon
decay7, and, indeed, significantly increases the
physics potential of such detectors. In this paper we
discuss the nature, possible outcomes, and limitations
of a class of searches for neutrino oscillations using
cosmic ray neutrinos in which statistical and system
atic errors are small enough to allow the sensitivity
indicated in eq. (1) to be realized.
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(3)

(4)

however, on the values of the relevant neutrino masses
(or differences of masses squared). For sufficiently
small masses, commensurately large mixings are allowed.
As illustrations we give two examples of mixing matrices
with large off-diagonal elements (which thus implicitly
require appropriately small 16m2 j); first 1,

(9)

(8)

(11)

(10), w= exp(21Ti/3)

[,IV1' <V Iv,' <v IV3~ rIM 0

l/~
U:: <v~IV1> <V:'V 2> <v:lv 3> = 1//3 1/13 1/13 (7)

<v T lv 1> <v Tlv2> <v Tlv 3> _1/16 -2116 1116

from which, using for the time averaged case of interest
here,

<P > = <P > = 1/3 •eT t ~T t

As a third example, consider the general lepton
mixing matrix, parameterized in a standard manner 11

<P > = 1I6 and <P > = 113
eT t ~T t

Alternatively, choosing the matrix10 (which
violates CP-invariance, unlike other choices here)

<P > = l: I <V Iv > 1
4

;nn t j n j

<P .> = I.I<v Iv.> 12 1<v./v.> 1
2

nt,t j n J J t,
where n, f;,= e,~,T, and j = 1,2,3, we find

yields

CP-invariance, eqs. (2) yield directly

2) V (\i )t V (v), v (v); v (v )tv (v), V (v).
ee ~~ TT ).l~ ee TT

Ntot(up) = Ntot(dn)

It follows then that there are two possible explana
tions for the result in eq. (3), if it is observed:
either (a) there are no oscillations between Ve and v
within experimental error, i.e., P(v ,Llv ,0) = ~

~ e
P(v ,Llv ,0)«1, or (b) oscillations do occur only

e ~

between ve and v~ but in such a way as to yield eq. (3).

In this case only the difference between (N IN) and
e ~ up

(N IN)d can demonstrate the existence of oscilla-
e ~ n

tions.
It is instructive to note, however, that in

alternative (b), if time-averaging of Pe~

sin22asin21.27Lnm2/E
v

is appropriate, then eqs. (2)
become

N (up) = [N (dn) -N (dn)J~sin22a+N (dn)e ~ e e

N (up) = [N (dn) - N (dn)J~sin22a + N (dn)
~ e ~ ~

where sin22a is the strength of m1x1ng between V and
v~. From the reactor data in Fig. 2, it appearselikely

that sin22a~ 0.1; using that limit and expected values
of N (dn) and N (dn) for a 10 kiloton detector8 , we

e ~

find N (up)/N (up) =0.60, to be compared with Ne(dn)1
e ~

N~(dn)= 0.56. The difference is less than the statis
tical error on either of the ratios, which bears out
the earlier assertion of the improbability of reaching
a definitive conclusion from measurements of the ratios
Ne/N~.

Again, if the flux of downward-going neutrinos is
unaffected by oscillations, we may write directly

N (up) = N (dn)<P > + N (dn) [1- <P > - <P > Je ~ ~e t e e~ t eT t

N (up)=N (dn)<P > +N (dn) [l-<P > -<P >J
~ e e~ t ~ ~e t ~T t

or

(5) -sin61 cos~

<V Iv > =n k
(12)

while for the general Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix with
Cabibbo-sized rotation angles 11 this quantity (Table I)
can be as large as

Eqs. (13) and (14) suggest that, if either of these
matrices is a reasonable approximation to the actual
neutrino mixing matrix, the cosmic ray neutrino oscil
lation search described here (10 kt-yr exposure) might

(13)

(14)

+cos6:r'3in6tin~

io
+cos8t0s¥

1
5

1
3'

The values of <PeT>t and <P~T>t resulting from four

sets of angle choices which are CP-conserving and
involve rotations all of magnitude of the Cabibbo angle
are given in Table I.

For the CP-violating mixing matrix of WolfensteiJ~
one finds

N (up) = N (dn) -N (dn)<P > -N (dn)<P > (6)
tot tot e eT t ~ ~T t

where <P > :: <P(v ,Llv ,O»t' ; <P > -eT t T e 1me average ~e t
<P(v ,Llv ,0» . etc. Eq. (6) shows, ase ~ t1me average,
expected, that the only oscillations which contribute
to the diminution of the sum of the incident Ve(Ue )

and V (v,,) fluxes are those to V (v), and consequently
~ ... T T

comparison of Ntot(up) and Ntot(dn) in a cosmic ray

neutrino oscillation experiment leads to a measurement
of linear combination Ne (dn) <PeT> t + N~ (dn) <P~T> t' if

there are only three neutrino flavors, each capable of
oscillating into the others.

To proceed further with eq. (6), i.e., to evaluate
<P > and <P >, requires knowledge of the lepton

eT t ~T t
mixing matrix, U, which it is the aim of the experiment
to determine. For our purpose here it is instructive,
nevertheless, to estimate possible outcomes of the
experiment for certain possible mixing matrices. We
assume that there are n = 3 generations of leptons; the
case n> 3 1s treated in the next subsection. Existing
neutrino oscillation searches (Fig. 2) and experiments
attempting to detect the effects of neutrino m~sses

and mixing in weak nuclear and particle decays place
constraints on the form of the matrix U. These depend,
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Table I. Values of the time averaged probabilities <Pe,>t and <P~,>t

calculated for four sets of possible mixing angles from the general
lepton mixing matrix in eq. (13). Note that the angle 0 is taken to
conserve CP.

61 6 2 6
3

0 <P > <P >
1- Ntot (up)

e, t ~, t Ntot(dn)

110 130 150 00 4.3 x 10-3 -3 3.1 x 10-3
2.4 x.10

11
0

13
0 150 1800 1.1 x 10-2 3.3 x 10-1 .22

130 130 130 00 5.0 x 10-3 1.8 x 10-4 1.9 x 10-3

130
13

0 130 1800 1.4 x 10-2 3.0 x 10-1 .20
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yield a positive result with statistical significance
between about 2.5 and 5 standard deviations. An
additional year's exposure might then provide a
statistically definitive result.

It is worth noting that the Kobayashi-Maskawa
matrix also yields <P > = 0.083, assuming, e. g. ,

elJ t
61=6 2 =6 3 =130

, O=1T, which, in conjunction, with

<PeT>t=0.014, tends to keep Ne(up):;: Ne(dn). On the

other hand, the relatively large value of <P > tends
lJT t

to diminish NW(Up), so that in this particular example
the ratio (N IN) is statistically different from

e lJ up
(N /N)d ,as is N t(up) from N (dn).e lJ own to tot

3) Oscillations among four neutrino flavors, each
capable of oscillating into the others. It is suffi
cient here to observe that a general result applicable
to this case (but with CP-conservation assumed) has
been obtained implicitly in a paper by Frampton and
Glashow2 • They form, for atmospheric neutrinos, the
two-dimensional plot (see Fig. 4), NlJ(up) vs Ne(up),
and identify the following quantities in that plot:
(a) a given line as the locus of values of N (up) and

lJ
N (up) corresponding to 2-flavor V -V mixing; and

e e lJ
(b) a given area as containing all paired values of
N (up) and N (up) corresponding to 3-flavor V -V -V

lJ e elJT
mixing. Paired values of N (up) and N (up) that lie

lJ e
outside the 3-flavor area indicate the existence of a
fourth neutrino flavor. The region outside the
3-flavor area can, in turn, be subdivided into two
parts: one part, approximately 20 percent of that
outside region, in which the values of N (up) and

lJ
Ne(up) are correlated such that 2/3 : Ntot(up)/

Ntot(dn) S 1.0; and a second part, about 80% of that

outside region (shown shaded in Fig. 4), in which the
correlation between N (up) and N (up) satisfies

e lJ
Ntot(up)/Ntot(dn) : 2/3.

It follows then that 4-flavor mixing, if it exists
at all, might (4 to 1 odds) yield a statistically
significant, detectable reduction in the ratio
Ntot(up)/Ntot(dn) of magnitude equal to or greater

than that possible in the 3-flavor case.

Summary

Neutrino oscillation experiments fall into two
classes: (i) "appearance" experiments in which a
search is made for the appearance of a given neutrino
flavor in an incident flux which initially did not
contain that flavor except possibly as a small contam
ination, and (ii) "disappearance" experiments in which
a suitably normalized measurement is made of the flavor
content of a neutrino beam after it has traversed a
given distance to provide a search for the disappear
ance of a fraction of a given neutrino flavor origin
ally present at zero distance. In the latter class,
experiments sensitive to small values of ~2 are done
with 0 from reactors at the level ~2 ~ 10-2 eV2 (see
Fig 2); and may be done with V from the sun at the
level ~2 ~ 10- 11 eV2. The st~ength of neutrino mix
ing that is accessible in such disappearance experi
ments is of magnitude sin22a ~ 0.1.

In this paper we have explored a complementary
disappearance experiment that may be carried out with
Ve + Ve and V],l + \ilJ from cosmic ray sources at the level

of 6m2 ~ 10-4 eV2 and sin2Za ~ 0.1. The experiment
has the following advantages: (1) it is the only
experiment of which we are aware that is capable of
searching for the disappearance of VlJ and VlJ at the

limiting value Am 2 ~ 10-4 eV2
; (2) because it measures

the quantities Ntot(UP) and Ntot(dn) the experiment is

relatively insensitive to systematic errors; (3) the
experiment is capable of observing time averaged
probabilities <P > and <P > of magnitude set by

eT t lJT t
mixing strengths corresponding to, e.g., the d- to
s-quark mixing strength; (4) although the experiment
relies on the upward-going neutrinos (see Fig. 1)
traversing a substantial fraction of the earth's diam
eter, its sensitivity is not limited by matter-induced
oscillations. The principal disadvantage of the exper
iment is that it requires a very massive (-10 kiloton)
detector in which the neutrino interactions must occur
and be contained; the detector must also be well enough
instrumented to distinguish clearly upward-going from
downward-going neutrinos. A lesser disadvantage is
that the detector must be located underground (- 2000
meters of water equivalent) so that the number of inte~

actions initiated by cosmic ray muons is reduced to a
value substantially less than that on the earth's
surface. To obtain sufficient statistical precision,
the data-taking period must be at least one year.

It seems probable that the very massive detectors
intended to search for proton and bound neutron decay,
which are now or will soon be in operation deep under
ground, will be able to carry out this experiment in
the next few years. If the limit of sensitivity of
which the experiment is capable is achieved, the result
will place an upper bound on ~2 about three orders of
magnitude lower than the upper bound that can be
obtained from any corresponding experiment using
accelerator produced neutrinos.
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]..I e tot
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]..I e
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e tot tot -
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